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The smart phone said we had already 

covered 7 miles that day and we were 

another 3 miles and counting from the 

car when we encountered a river bridge 

with no walkway, deep running water, 

and an unbroken string of open top 

hopper cars. The locations of the 

inspection were easy enough to get to 

except the subject cars were spread 

among quite a number of 135 car unit 

trains in storage.  The subject of using a 

drone for these kinds of inspections was 

covered until the lack of water, dry 

mouth, and high temperature stopped all 

but muttering.  

The subject of drones for inspections 

came up again over lunch after a friend of 

Stuart (the younger) Biggs had taken 

some spectacular videos of a terrific 

thunder storm the night before. The 

problem with drones is they are very 

complicated devices that need an 

operator to actually fly the thing close 

enough to get good useable pictures. It’s 

one thing to fly these things along the 

tops of cars and look down to avoid the 

issue of fall protection, but when you also 

have to be able to avoid trees and other 

hazards that abound along a right of way it 

is a different matter.  Looking at the cars 

from the sides means you have to fly these 

things below the trees where things like 

branches and vines are available in 

profusion especially on a branch line used 

primarily for storage.  Not a good way to 

risk a $1,500 plus investment. 

The other problem with drones for railcars 

is permission to use them.  Most of the 

railroads and industries do not want low 

flying objects that can damage their 

property, potentially kill an employee or 

worse.  Industrial processes are still closely 

held secrets that currently cause inspectors 

to have their camera files reviewed. So I 

don’t think the idea of drone railcar 

inspections is going to fly, as well as the 

grey areas under the FAA guidelines of 

drone usage. 

I still remember my first and likely last 

flight with a radio controlled airplane. It 

was a beautiful red thing that my brother 
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Railcar Storage Horizon 
normal times.   

The current situation regarding cars 

going into storage might be long 

lived but it also can turn very 

quickly. The current abundance of 

low cost natural gas has idled unit 

trains of coal equipment that are 

said to be approaching 250 trainsets.  

Spot prices on natural gas can 

change direction in a heartbeat and 

(Continued on page 4) 

profitability number, oil wells that 

can be shut off are being shut off. 

It is a given that when trains come 

out of the system, railroad 

congestion drops and the big three 

indicators for railroads head in 

positive directions. Railroad 

velocities increase, terminal dwell 

times drop and cars on line on the 

Class One railroads decrease. 

Under normal circumstances one 

might think we were heading into 

a recession but these are not 

Living in interesting times, it is no 

surprise to see a considerable uptick in 

railcar storage demand.  The continued 

strong U.S. dollar against other 

currencies might be a boon for tourists 

but it is playing havoc with exports of 

grain, coal, fertilizer and any number 

of rail borne commodities. The oil war 

between the U.S and OPEC has 

sharply curtailed the oil exploration 

boom and begun to take its toll on the 

weaker players in North America. 

When oil prices drop below the magic 
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in law took up to what he thought was a safe altitude. 

He handed the controls over to me and oh boy.  He 

should have been paying better attention to the novice. 

When I handed the controls back to him the plane was 

going at what seemed supersonic speed straight down. I 

can still hear the sound it made when it hit the 

pavement.  Good thing I brought my lunch as the 

remains were small enough to fit in a brown paper bag.  

(Continued from page 1) 

Drone Railcar Inspections 

In all seriousness the business of railcar inspections is a 

close in thing.  Yes, a good three quarter view will give you 

a general condition of the body but that is only a part of the 

process. One needs to get down and dirty with the trucks, 

wheels and underframe and all its parts to get a true 

picture of the cars condition. I for one like the idea of using 

a drone for topside inspections so I will keep an open mind 

but I think the drone pilot is not going to be this inspector. 

Cost of Tank Car Retrofit to Meet DOT 117R Requirements 

In most every business endeavor you are looking for a 

payback on your investment. In the case of DOT 111 

tank cars that carry High Hazard Flammable 

products, the cost of conversion by modification item is 

a question that keeps coming up.  One of the best 

reference power tools that I have used in that regard 

were presentations at the Rail Equipment Financial 

Conference located on the USB Flash drive that was 

put out following the conference. 

The conference in March each year draws a host of 

experts on the hot topics of the day and this years 

conference was no exception. Many Thanks in 

particular to Thomas D. Simpson, President of the 

Railway Supply Institute that very clearly costed out 

retro fit costs on tank cars by item.  Thomas Ellman EVP 

of GATX and David Murawski of Union Tank 

presentations answered a lot of tank car questions in 

their excellent presentations. 

I for one go into information overload at certain points 

during the conference but the well laid out flash drive 

allows me to find key and very timely data back at home 

when I need it.   
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Rescue Me! 
My travels  on an inspection trip took me to Montana in 
August. While on the way I came across a sign for Virginia 
City. Nostalgia kicked in and I remembered as a boy 
watching the Cartwrights on the Ponderosa and their going 
to Virginia City.  As I drove through Virginia City looking for 
a place to have lunch I spotted a railroad depot that was 
also the visitor’s center. When I asked about a good place 
to have lunch the lady said I should take the train to 
Nevada City.  Great Idea, and off to Nevada City I went on 
a narrow gauge tourist train called the Alder Gulch 
Railway.  

Nevada City is a ghost town that was preserved by the 
efforts of Charles and Sue Bovey. The Bovey’s were from 
the Minneapolis, MN area and they helped preserve 
Nevada City by buying up properties and then moving 
there. They also built the Alder Gulch railway and brought 

It would seem that if someone were interested in acquiring 

some of these old cars for restoration it would give the 

Montana Heritage Commission some funds to restore its 

steam locomotive. The Montana Heritage Commission is 

located in Virginia City Montana and their contact can be 

found at http://montanaheritagecommission.mt.gov/

ContactUs/MHCStaff. 

in quite a few interesting passenger cars from around the 
1890’s that they acquired from the Soo Line Railroad.  In 
1997 after their deaths, the Bovey assets were sold to the 
State of Montana.  

The State of Montana is operating Nevada City and the 
Railway as a tourist site. It is doing minimal preservation 
work on the town with a focus on building repair. The 
railroad property runs, but the crown jewel, a steam engine 
sits unused in the engine stall because its boiler needs a 
costly inspection. A string of wood body 1890’s vintage 
passenger cars are in serious need of preservation. They 
are sitting out doors with no cover and are deteriorating 
rapidly.  The passenger cars are well below the States 
cost to repair radar and a few are likely beyond repair. It is 
a shame to see our valuable rail heritage of the late 1800’s 
disappearing from neglect. This is upper Midwest railroads 

history from roads such as the Soo Line, Wisconsin 
Central and Sault St. Marie Railroads. 

On July 31, 1999, Engine No.12 was delivered to the 
Alder Gulch by John Larkin, President of the Escanaba 
& Lake Superior Railroad. He and his crew had worked 
for over two years restoring the locomotive to 
a museum quality condition. The Montana Heritage 
Commission has decided to suspend steam train 
service for 2010 and will launch a private fundraising 
effort to bring back service. 

http://www.elsrr.com/railfan%20images/agloco.jpg
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winter heating season is rapidly approaching. 

A drop in oil exploration means a decreased need for 

Frac sand. Frac sand and cement both have a season 

and it is not surprising to see more of these cars heading 

into seasonal storage.   We have had two record harvests 

back to back and a strong harvest is in the forecast for 

the 2015-2016 crop years. On farm storage and local 

grain elevators are tight on capacity with a new crop 

waiting in the wings; yet, there are grain hoppers in 

storage and at least one major railroad is returning 

leased grain hoppers.  This in part is due to increased 

velocity on the railroads and the lull in demand in 

advance of the harvest. 

Many tank cars are seasonal cars and it is not 

uncommon to see some storage locations awash in tank 

cars at various times of the year. Crude oil tank cars in 

storage is a new and noteworthy item.  Some older crude 

cars are going to storage in the hope of their being 

repurposed. A drop off in the volume of crude being 

pumped as well as railroad velocities is putting late 

model crude tank cars in surplus.  Shades of Jimmy 

Carter’s 1980’s grain embargo, even new cars are going 

into storage. 

The United States as well as the rest of the world 

thought that the voracious appetite of China for just 

about everything would go on forever. Surprise, there 

are limits to growth.  In the meantime the demand for 

iron ore and copper have dropped off dramatically 

surplusing to storage considerable numbers of ore type 

hoppers and gondolas. 

The bright side is that storage room is being made by 

(Continued from page 1) boxcars and centerbeam flatcars that are moving to serve 

the expanding residential and commercial building 

marketplace. 

In the short term, storage locations are seeing a brisk 

business and a tightening of available space. Storage rate 

increases are already being seen.   

It was not long ago that the Association of American 

Railroads discontinued providing a monthly storage 

report in their very useful, timely by subscription Rail 

Time Indicators report. It would be a good time for the 

AAR to start looking at reporting those numbers again as 

they are becoming more significant. If you do not get the 

Rail Time Indicators Report and are interested in what 

has been going on in the rail industry by the numbers, it 

is worth the subscription. If you are a subscriber you 

might indicate that you would like to see the AAR report 

storage numbers again. Dan Keen is the contact at 

DKeen@aar.org or at (202) 639-2326.  

Railcar Storage Horizon 
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